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Canada SCORES Poetry Coaching Guide 
 

As a community leader in your afterschool program, you are in a unique position to be 
an impactful teacher and mentor for your students. As you know, students look to you 
for social connection, emotional support, academic guidance, and encouragement. 
To support your work, Canada SCORES created Poetry Journals that are designed to 
inspire and empower youth. These Poetry Journals help students think, draw, and write 
in new and unusual ways, providing a creative opportunity for exploration and 
expression.  
 
Canada SCORES Poetry Journals can help your students:   
★ Explore and develop their identity.   
★ Write about topics that are important to them and relevant to their lives.   
★ Express their feelings and opinions in writing.   
★ Write using descriptive and poetic language.   
★ Approach writing with increased enthusiasm and interest.  
★ Understand and engage in the writing process: visualizing/brainstorming, 
drafting, revision/editing, and creating a final draft. 

 
Curriculum Objectives 
By the end of the fall Canada SCORES season, your students should be able to: 
1. Identify what a poem is. 
2. Write poems using a variety of literary devices from the “toolbox” 
3. Read their writing in front of a group with confidence. 
4. Write a poem that uses descriptive detail/images. 
5. Understand and execute the writing process: pre-writing, drafting, revision, 
editing, and creating a final copy. 
6. Create a team poem/team cheer and perform it at the Poetry Slam!. 
7. Address complex feelings and issues in writing. 
8. Approach writing with increased enthusiasm and interest. 
9. Understand basic literary terminology, poetic devices and conventions of poetry (i.e., 
alliteration,simile, metaphor, line breaks, rhythm, shape). 
10. Listen to, appreciate, and reflect on (through writing or discussion) a variety 
of published poetry. 
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Suggestions for leading a literacy-based class using the Poetry Journals:  
1. Have a sharing circle to build trust and connection.  
2. Read some poems out loud and have students read along in their journal.  
3. Encourage students to read one line (or a whole poem) out loud to the class, in small 
groups, or with a partner.  
4. When students are doing the “finish the sentences below” page, they can look at 
the example poems for ideas.  
5. When students are writing their final draft, refer to the “My Poetry Toolbox” page. 
Challenge students to try to use different “tools” each week.  
6. Ask guiding questions like: What is another way to say this? Tell me more about that! 
Add more details! Use your 5 senses! What colour was it? What did it feel like? Can you 
add a rhyme here? Or any other questions you can think of. 
7. Create a safe space and encourage students to share their poems with the class.  
8. Recognize students for their achievements, celebrate successes, small or large, as a 
team. 
Journaling Tips: 
• Make sure each student writes their name and school on their journal. 
• At the beginning of the season, set aside time for team members to decorate 
and personalize their journal covers. 
• Students are not allowed to discard pages out of their journals. If there is an error, 
simply have the student cross it out and/or add a piece of lined paper. 
• All journal entries are to be dated. 
• Children learn by example. Coaches are encouraged to join in the journaling 
and sharing time.  
• Students can utilize their journals for rough drafts of writing exercises, but be sure to 
publish finished products by copying or typing them. 
• Let the students know that their journals will be read by you and possibly other 
the Canada SCORES staff. 
Sharing Tips: 
• Have everyone sit in a circle for share time. Use a ball or another prop to signify 
whose turn it is. 
• Journal entry sharing is always voluntary; never force a student to share their 
journal entries. 
• Vary the format! Use pairs, small groups, private interviews, and other ways to 
get everyone sharing their work. 
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• Create a special team clap, snap, rub hands together or other feedback to execute 
after each performance or journal sharing.  
• Copy final versions for students to take their work home and share with their 
families. 
• Try having a “quiet share” where everyone sits quietly and reads other students’ work. 
 

Put Poetry in Motion in Your School 
Try the following ideas to get your team and your school excited about poetry! 
Around the World with Poetry: Use push pins on a world map to locate the origin of 
poets whose work students have read or studied. 
Gift Wrap Poems: Wrap individual poems as gifts and have a gift exchange. 
Basket-of-Poems: Keep a basket of poems handy in classrooms, libraries, or 
bookstores for quiet times. 
Coffee House Poetry: Organize a poetry reading complete with a microphone and 
hot cocoa. Great sites for poetry readings: schools, libraries, and bookstores. 
Flashlight Poetry: There’s something special about listening to poetry in the dark. Dim 
the lights then read poems about candles, flashlights, stars, or even that crack of light 
beneath the classroom door. 
Invite Local Poets or Poetry Lovers to share their favorite poetry. There is nothing like 
a “live” reading! 
Poetry Announcements: Invite a student or staff member to read a poem during 
morning announcements. 
Music and Poetry: Many poems have a musical “theme” and having a few simple 
instruments on hand will make reading these poems a special treat. Organize a poetry 
event with a musical theme. 
Nursery Rhyme Writers: Older students can write original nursery rhymes and make a 
book to share with Kindergarten classes. 
Poetry n’ Punch: Invite parents, grandparents, and friends to a Poetry n’ Punch 
celebration. Have students memorize a poem and choose props and costumes to 
complement their selection. Using the microphone on the stage and a contest with 
trophies and ribbons adds to the celebration. 
Poetry Posters: Cover a large table with paper and have students write poems on it. 
The finished posters could then be used as a large wall display. 
Poetry Survey: The students poll their teachers and family members (especially older 
members) for memories about their favorite poems and report back to the class. This 
works well with “family history” projects. 
Poetry Tree: Use ribbon to tie poems to the branches of a tree. Display your “poet- 
tree” during Earth Day. 
Poetry Zoo: Cut out or draw pictures of animals and find a poem about each animal. 
Arrange poems and pictures on a bulletin board for a catchy display. 
Postcard Poems: Students can mail poems to their classmates or exchange poems 
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with another class. 
Scavenger Hunt: Have students find poems that include different literary devices. 
 
 
 
 

Websites for Teachers and Kids 
www.gigglepoetry.com 
Lots of fun activities including poetry contests that kids can enter. 
 
www.poetryzone.ndirect.co.uk/index2.htm 
This website publishes children’s poetry and contains many teacher resources. 
 
www.potluckmagazine.org 
“THE magazine for the serious young writer.” 
 
www.twc.org 
This organization is a great resource for teachers who want to take creative 
writing to the next level. The bookstore contains some of the most highly rated 
books for teachers, and the website is full of lessons and resources. 
 
www.poetry4kids.com 
This is Kenn Nesbitt’s Children’s Poetry Playground – a website with funny 
children’s poems and poetry books, games, contests, lessons, discussion 
forums, and journals, plus a rhyming dictionary, streaming audio, and more. 
 
www.stonesoup.com 
The website for Stone Soup, the magazine by young writers and artists contains a 
sample issue, and information for sending your students’ work. In the Writing 
section, you’ll find hundreds of pages of stories and poems by young writers, 
including recordings of authors reading their own work. The Art section features 
hundreds of beautiful paintings and drawings by young artists from all over the 
World. 
 
http://www.poeticpower.com 
This website awards cash prizes for ongoing poetry contests for children and 
also language arts grants for schools and teachers. 
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Introduction 
For the Coach 

 
Goals 
1. Students will  

(1) build relationships with teammates;  
(2) engage with teammates to discover their expectations for the season; and  
(3) explore what is important to each other as teammates. 

2. Students will complete personal journal entries reflecting on their experience. 
 
Notes to the coach 
In this section students will begin the process of getting to know their teammates 
and setting their expectations and goals for the season. 
 
The Journaling/Poetry Writing Process 

★ Set a TIME rather than a page-length for writing. Depending on your 
practice schedule, students should journal for anywhere between 10 and 
25 minutes. 

★ Explain to students that the writing process includes reflecting on and 
editing their own work and the work of others. 

★ Do not give students all of the journal templates at the beginning of the 
season.  Have students focus on the topic they are working on that day. 

★ As a member of the SCORES Writing Community, you as a coach should 
journal as well! This helps model strong writing practices for your team. 
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Rules and Expectations 
Lesson 1 

 
Objectives: 

★ Students will get to know their coaches and teammates. 
★ Students will talk about Canada SCORES values of Teamwork, Leadership 

and Commitment(TLC). 
★ As a team, students will create: ground rules to follow, a team cheer 

and/or a handshake. 
 

Materials: 
Journals (folder/duotang with title page) and Pencils 
Construction paper, chart paper/whiteboard, and markers 
1-3 small, soft balls 
 
Warmer ~10 minutes 
Team Building  
Writing and Soccer coaches should introduce themselves and share why they 
are excited to be coaching the team this season. 
 
Ball Toss Challenge 

❏ Have poets stand in a circle with their hands up. One person begins by 
naming another person, then tossing the ball to them. Poets should put 
their hands down after they have had the ball. Time the team to see how 
long it takes to get the ball to each person. The last person to receive the 
ball should toss it back to the person who began the game. 

❏ For the second round, toss the ball around the circle in the same order. It’s 
a memory challenge! Who did you receive the ball, and who did you pass 
it? 

❏ Repeat the game a third time but this time do NOT call out 
names—complete it silently. Play 2-3 more times, encouraging the group 
complete it faster. 

❏ If you have more than one ball, challenge the team by adding in 1-2 
additional balls to the rotation. 

Lesson ~10 minutes 
Setting Expectations and Building a Positive Team Culture 

★ Talk about the SCORES core values of Teamwork, Leadership and 
Commitment. 

★ Add any words to the board that describe an excellent Canada SCORES 
team member. 
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★ Describe Leadership and Commitment to your team. Ask for examples of 
how they can demonstrate Leadership and Commitment as a member of 
their SCORES team. 

★ Explain to your team that this SCORES season is about working and 
growing together. As a coach, it’s your job to make sure that everyone 
feels safe during SCORES practices and writing workshops without fear of 
being hurt by the words or actions of others. 

★ In order for us to be safe and have fun, we need to agree on ways that 
we will behave every day. 

Practice ~20 minutes 
SCORES Rules 

★ Write “SCORES” vertically on a piece of chart paper or the board. As a 
team you will create team rules and expectations. 

★ Begin by writing “Safety first” or “Safe space” for the first “S” since safety is 
non-negotiable. From there, ask students what kind of behaviour they 
would like to see on their team.  

★ Write down all of the rules using “SCORES” as a guide.  
Safety first 
Confidentiality 
Open-mindedness 
Respect 
Excellence 
Sportsmanship 

★ Post these rules in the classroom and refer to them whenever necessary. 
Tell the poets that their rules will guide the team throughout the season. 
You may want to have them sign the poster as a written contract or copy 
them into their journals. 

★ Once you’ve established team rules, come up with a team name. 
Depending on the size of your team, you may want to break the team 
into smaller groups to brainstorm and then share. 

 
Other Possible Words: 
Success, Soccer, Sharing, Super, Service, School, 
Student, Creative, Colourful, Cheerful, Commitment, 
Community, Challenge, Careful, Change, Obedient, Original, 
Outstanding, Overcome, Recreation, Remember, 
Ready, Empathy, Excited, Entertainment, Extraordinary, Excellence 
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Team cheer/poem and/or Hand shake~30 minutes 
Come up with a team cheer and/or team hand shake. This is a good 
opportunity to begin to discuss the concept of good sportsmanship with your 
team. Tell them that the cheer should only include positive language.  
Questions you may ask are: 

★ What will the purpose be for our cheer? 
★ Is having a team cheer a part of good sportsmanship? How? 
★ What makes a good cheer? 

 
Journal ~10 minutes 

★ Hand out folders/duotangs to students.   
★ Let them know their journal is private and they do not need to share their 

work with others.   
★ Students can decorate their folders and get students to write their name 

in the space above their title page (eg. Emily’s Canada SCORES Journal) 
★ Students should also write their school somewhere on their folder or 

journal. 
 

Exit Ticket~5 minutes 
What is one thing you will do this season to be a good Canada SCORES 
teammate? 
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What is Poetry? 
Lesson 2 

 
Warmer~10 minutes 

★ Start the session with the team cheer or handshake from last lesson. 
Students can use the cheer at soccer practices/games and the 
handshake in the classroom. 

Team Building - The Name Game 
★ Sit in a circle. Have each poet take a turn introducing themselves by 

saying their name and an animal whose name starts with the same letter 
or sound as their name. For example, “Hi my name is ______,” and my 
favourite animal is a ______!” 

★ Use your own name as an example, e.g., “Hi my name is Ben, and my 
favourite animal is a Bumblebee!” 

★ Once the poet has completed the entire sentence aloud, have the entire 
group act out the sounds and movements of this animal. Encourage 
poets to safely use the entire classroom/gym space and to move freely 
and interact with one another as the chosen animal. 

★ Say freeze when you want them to stop moving, and have them hold 
their animal pose for a couple of seconds before returning to their original 
position in the seated circle. 

Assessment ~20 minutes 
Students will write an assessment. *Let the students know AFTER the assessment, 
that they will be writing another assessment at the end of the year to see how 
they improved. 
Lesson ~15 minutes 

★ Have students sit in a circle and share ideas about what poetry is.  Hand 
out “What is Poetry?” page to students and read aloud or have students 
read the page.  Read the “October” poem and point out to students that 
the different lines in the poem tell us where to pause when we are 
reading. 

★ Get students to put their “What is Poetry?” sheet into their folder.  
★ Hand out the “Poetry toolbox” and read aloud/have students read it. 
★ Let students know it is ok if they don’t know what some of the terms are, 

we will go over in more detail throughout the season 
★ Encourage students to try to use all of the tools in their toolbox before the 

end of the fall season. 
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Practice~35 minutes 
Get students to think about Fall.  (new school year, Halloween, leaves changing 
colours, scarf season, pumpkins, etc) Draw a web on chart paper and use the 5 
senses to get ideas about what fall smells like, looks like, feels like, sounds like 
and tastes like.  Have students write their own poem about Fall.  Make sure 
students have a title for their poem.   
Exit Ticket ~5 minutes 
Ask students what their favourite thing about Fall is. 
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Team Building Activities 
The Name Game (ice breaker) 
To get students to know each other’s names 

★ Sit in a circle. Have each poet take a turn introducing themselves by saying their 
name and an animal whose name starts with the same letter or sound as their 
name. For example, “Hi my name is ______,” and my favourite animal is a ______!” 

★ Use your own name as an example, e.g., “Hi my name is Ben, and my favourite 
animal is a Bumblebee!” 

★ Once the poet has completed the entire sentence aloud, have the entire group 
act out the sounds and movements of this animal. Encourage poets to safely use 
the entire classroom/gym space and to move freely and interact with one 
another as the chosen animal. 

★ Say freeze when you want them to stop moving, and have them hold their 
animal pose for a couple of seconds before returning to their original position in 
the seated circle. 

Describer (descriptive language) 
To get students working as a team and using descriptive language 

★ Divide poets into teams of four and give each team three half sheets of paper. 
★ Each team should designate one member to be the writer and one member to 

be the runner. 
★ Explain that you are going to name a place and, as a team, they need to come 

up with five ways to describe it (what it looks like, sounds like, smells like, or what 
happens there, etc.). 

★ When they have completed their list, the runner brings it to the coach, who will 
then tell them the second word and the team must make a list of five 
descriptions. 

★ After they have completed the second word they bring it to the coach who will 
tell them the third word. The goal is to complete all three lists. 

★ Suggested words: 1) soccer game, 2) amusement park, 3) garden 
We’re Going on a Trip 
To get students to focus and calm down 

★ Have the group sit in a circle. In this game, pretend the team is planning a trip 
(How about a soccer tournament in Hawaii with SCORES!?). You will need to 
think of all the different things they should bring with them.  

★ The trick is that the group must go in order of the alphabet and choose 
something that starts with the letter the group is on when it is their turn. For 
example, the first person will start by saying, 

★ “We’re going on a trip, and I will bring the Apples!” The next person could say, 
★ “We’re going on a trip, and I will bring basketballs!”  
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★ Make it a group goal to see how many fitness/nutrition items they can think of!  
★ The game stops when you get through the alphabet. 

 
 
Find your Animal Friends 
To get students to be creative and express themselves without words 

★ Write 5 animal names, each on their own index card: monkey, dog, bird, snake, 
elephant (can include more if you have a big group). Ensure you have several 
cards per animal. 

★ Secretly show each child one of the cards and tell them to remember their 
animal. 

★ Without any talking, poets should walk around the room acting like their animal 
until they find their group. 

Team Rhythm Machine (rhythm) 
To get students working as a team and practice rhythm 

★ Have poets sit in a circle. Explain that you are going to be creating a team 
rhythm machine that needs a special sound from everyone in order to work. You 
may want to give some examples of different sounds (snaps, claps, stomps, 
vocal beats, etc.). 

★ Begin by making a simple and repeatable sound using your voice, mouth, hands 
or feet (It’s helpful to start with a slow solid beat that is easy to maintain such as a 
stomp or clap).  

★ While you continue to hold the rhythm of the original sound, have the next poet 
in the circle add their sound to the rhythm machine. 

★ Continue until all poets in the circle are making sounds at the same time, in 
rhythmic harmony. Encourage variation in the types of sounds they make. If 
many of the poets are slapping their hands on the ground, suggest that the next 
poet use his/her voice instead. 

The Wind Blows 
To get students to recognize commonalities within their peers 

★ Set up chairs in a circle. Have one fewer chairs than the number of participants. 
★ Stand in the middle while the poets sit in the chairs. Say, “The wind blows for you 

if...” and then say something that is true about yourself. For example: “the wind 
blows for you if... you have a sister!” 

★ If the statement is true for anyone sitting, they must leave their seat and find 
another seat in the circle.  

★ The person in the middle must also find a seat. Poets may NOT stand up and sit 
back down in the same seat.  

★ They must move AT LEAST two seats away from where they were sitting. 
★ The person left without a seat stands in the middle and makes a new, “the wind 

blows for you if...” statement that is true about themselves. 
★ Encourage poets to make statements that describe what they like to do, who 

they are, where they live or are from, and how they feel, as opposed to just what 
they like or what they’re wearing. 
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Zip, Zap, Zoom (onomatopoeia) 
To get students to focus and think quickly 

★ Tell poets to stand in a circle. One poet will start the game by looking at and 
pointing to someone else and saying, “Zip.” 

★ The 2nd person looks at and points to a 3rd person and says, “Zap.” 
★ The 3rd person looks at and points to a 4th person and says, “Zoom.” 
★ The 4th person looks at and points to a 5th person and says, “Zip” again. 
★ If someone says the words out of order, takes too long to speak, or does not 

make eye contact the round ends. 
★ Each time you start a new round encourage poets to try to keep the, “Zip, zap, 

zoom” pattern going longer than the previous rounds. 
ABC Body Art 
To get students working as a team and communicating 

★ Divide the team into groups of 3-4. Have poets stand in a circle with plenty of 
space in the middle. 

★ Each group will go into the center of the circle and use their bodies to create a 
letter of the alphabet. Each group member must be a part of the letter. 

★ Guide one team in an example with the letter “T”: students must lie on the 
ground perpendicular to each other. 

★ Invite the next group to make a new letter. Continue until each group has gotten 
the chance to make 1-2 letters. 

Guess My Colour (Descriptive language) 
To get students to communicate  

★ Explain to poets that the object of the game is to guess their teammate’s 
favourite colour by only asking questions related to the senses of 
touch, taste, hearing and smell. (You can have them stick to yes or no questions, 
Ex: Does your colour feel soft? Or, you can allow them to ask comparison 
questions to get more information, Ex: Is your colour quiet or loud?) 

★ Have poets circulate around the classroom, guessing multiple colours from their 
teammates. 

★ Encourage poets to look at their own colour descriptions to get ideas for 
questions to ask referring to all of the senses. 

Look Sharp 
To get students to calm down 

★ Place a cone or another object in an open space in the room, and have poets 
form a circle around it standing almost shoulder-to-shoulder with their heads 
down and eyes on the cone. 

★ Explain that on the count of 3, you are going to say, “Look sharp!” When you do, 
each poet should look directly up at one of their teammates in the circle. 

★ If two poets are both looking at each other, they are out of the circle. The circle 
should condense in as the game progresses. 
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★ The last poets standing wins! If it comes down to 2 players, you can use Rock, 
Paper, Scissors as a tiebreaker. 
 

Ha! Ha! Ha! 
To get students to focus 

★ The object of the game is to keep from laughing. 
★ The players stand in a circle. The first player says, “Ha!” The next one says, 

“Ha-ha!” 
★ The third continues, “Ha-ha-ha!” etc. 
★ If someone speaks the wrong number of “ha’s” or laughs, he or she is out of the 

game, and the counting re-starts. 
★ Players who are out can sit in the middle of the circle and silently try to make 

others laugh by making funny faces. 
★ The player who laughs last is the winner. 

Turn the Circle Inside Out 
To get students working as a team and problem solving 

★ Have the entire group form a circle and hold hands. If you are short on space, 
divide the team into 2-3 smaller groups. 

★ The goal of the activity is to find a way to turn the circle inside out so that 
everyone is facing outwards, but without letting go of each other’s hands. 

★ Help moderate the group and allow students to suggest ideas about how to 
accomplish the task. The group can try out ideas, but must return back into the 
circle position if it isn’t successful. 

★ The solution is that two players hold up their hands and everyone else follows 
through underneath. 

Human Knot 
To get students working as a team and problem solving 

★ Everyone should stand in a circle, shoulder to shoulder. 
★ Have poets stick their left hand out in front of them and hold hands with 

someone across from them. 
★ Then have them reach their right hands out and grab a different person’s hand. 
★ Now they must untangle the knot without releasing hands! 

Red Ball 
To get students to focus 

★ Hold your hand out and tell poet to imagine that you’re holding a small red ball. 
★ Look at another person in the circle and say, “[poet Name]: Red ball.” then 

mime throwing the ball to that poet. The poet should pretend to catch the ball 
and say, “Red ball. Thank you.” This pattern continues until 4 or 5 poets have 
received the red ball. 

★ Start adding additional imaginary colour balls to the circle (blue, green, purple, 
etc.). 

★ Poets now have to really listen to hear what colour ball they are throwing and 
catching! 

★ Next add in other kinds of balls including basketballs, volleyballs or soccer balls 
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and pass it miming how it’s used in each sport. For example, say “[poet name] 
Basketball”, and dribble the imaginary basketball to the receiver. Play for about 
5 minutes continuously adding more balls to the game. 

Rhythm Master (Rhythm) 
To get students working as a team and following a rhythm 

★ One poet in the circle will lead the others in a variety of movements (claps, 
stomps, snaps, etc.), and a designated “guesser” has to figure out who the 
leader is. 

★ Have poets sit in a circle. Ask one person to leave the room for a minute. This 
person will be the “guesser” for the round. 

★ While the guesser is gone, choose a poet to lead movements for that round. 
Then invite the guesser back. 

★ The leader starts a movement and everyone else should copy. The leader must 
start a new movement every 5-10 seconds, and everyone else must mimic the 
leader’s actions without giving away who the leader is. (Be careful not to make 
prolonged eye contact with the leader, etc.) 

★ The “guesser” may make up to three guesses to find the leader. If the guesser 
can’t determine the leader, the leader is revealed, and new guessers and 
leaders are chosen for the next round. 

Human Rainstorm (Rhythm) 
To get students working as a team and following a rhythm 

★ Tell poets that as a team you are going to make a rainstorm. They should watch 
you and copy each sound that you make. Go through these movements in 
order, making each sound for 10-15 seconds getting progressively louder with 
each sound. 

★ Rub your palms together 
★ Snap your fingers 
★ Hit your thighs with your hands 
★ Stomp your feet while hitting your thighs 
★ Snap your fingers 
★ Rub your palms together 
★ Quiet—the storm is over 

Yes! 
To get students to be creative 

★ Tell poets to wander around the room. In a loud, enthusiastic voice, suggest a 
physical activity for everyone to do (i.e., “Let’s go sky diving!”). 

★ When an activity is suggested, everyone immediately and enthusiastically shouts 
“Yes!”, and all the players begin to pantomime the suggested activity, being as 
realistic or outrageous as possible. 

★ After doing this activity for a few seconds, a poet should call out another activity 
(i.e., “Let’s go swimming!”). 

★ Again, everyone shouts, “Yes!” and pantomimes the new activity. 
★ Every poet can call out a suggestion at any time, but each person may only do 

so once. 
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★ Play until each student has suggested an activity. 
 
 
Shape Races 
To get students working as a team and communicating 

★ Start off by putting the students into two groups. The coach will say the name of 
a letter or geometric shape and the students will have twenty seconds to create 
that shape with their bodies. Encourage them to be creative—they may stand 
up, lay down, etc. All group members must be part of the final shape. 

★ The first team to successfully create the letter/shape gets a point. The first team 
to reach 3 points (the coach may choose to play this game longer and increase 
the number of points) wins! Finish up by combining both groups into one team. 

★ Now repeat the activity, allowing all students to work together and win as one 
team. 

Mirroring 
To get students to focus and pay attention to detail 

★ Have poets stand next to their partner and chose one person to be a leader and 
one to be the mirror. 

★ The poets should face each other. The Leader will start making motions and the 
Mirror must copy their partner’s motions at the exact same time, making it 
appear as if the Leader is looking in a mirror. 

★ Switch so that each poet gets to be both Leader and Mirror. 
Evolution 
To get students to focus 

★ The object of the game is to become a rock star. Everyone starts out as an egg, 
and to become a rock star, players must pass through the other stages: egg to 
chicken to dinosaur to rock star. (Or make up your own evolution chain by letting 
students pick the animals eg. tadpole→ frog→ chicken→ monkey→ lion→ 
unicorn) 

★ Poets must show what stage they’re in by doing one of the following motions: 
★ Eggs waddle around in a squatting position. 
★ Chickens make chicken sounds and flap their wings. 
★ Dinosaurs make a mouth shape with their outstretched arms and roar. 
★ Rock stars play the air guitar and rock out! 
★ Players evolve by winning rounds of rock-paper-scissors. 
★ Players mill around and play rock-paper-scissors with others. Whoever wins in the 

various games of rock-paper-scissors “evolves” to the next stage. Whoever loses 
“devolves” back a stage. 
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Show Us How You Shake It! 
To get students to be creative and encouraging 

★ Have poets stand in a circle and create a simple rhythm with claps or snaps, 
then, starting with the coach, say to the beat: 

★ Group: Hey (Student’s Name)! 
★ Student: Yeah? 
★ Group: Show us how you shake it! 
★ Student: Okay! I shake it like... 
★ The student should then do a dance or gesture that lasts for 4 beats. 
★ Group: (Student’s Name) shakes it like... 
★ The students then repeat the dance move. 
★ Student: Hey (New Student’s Name)!... 
★ The game repeats until everyone has had a turn. 

Ring Around the Rhyme (Rhyme) 
To expand thinking 

★ Find a soft ball or other item to toss, and have students form a circle. 
★ Begin by holding the ball or item and saying a word (begin with one that is easy 

to rhyme with), then, pass the ball to someone in the circle. 
★ The person who receives the ball has to say a word that rhymes with the original 

word. 
★ Continue passing the ball until someone breaks the rhyme. The first person to 

break the rhyme is eliminated. This continues until the last person in wins. 
★ Throughout the game the coach can yell out “change” and the person holding 

the ball can start a new word rhyming sequence. 
Emotion Charades (Descriptive, colour of my feelings) 
To get students to express their feelings without words 

★ Ask poets to describe some of the different ways that people show emotions or 
feelings. 

★ Verbally—they may talk about being happy, sad, angry or confused. 
★ Facial expression—a person’s face may show how they are feeling. 
★ Body language—the way a person stands or walks may show how they feel. 
★ Tell poets that they are going to practice showing emotion without using any 

words. Use the pre-made emotion charades cards or write out 10-12 emotions on 
slips of paper. 

★ Ask a volunteer to stand in front of the group and show them one of the emotion 
cards. Without speaking, that volunteer must demonstrate or become the 
emotion that you show them; while the rest of the team tries to guess the 
emotion. The poet who guesses correctly is the next actor.  

★ Discuss how this could relate to their writing. In this activity, people had to show 
us how they were feeling, rather than tell us. In writing, we have the power to 
show rather than tell too! Instead of saying, “I was sad,” describe how you 
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looked and reacted in that moment so that the reader can FEEL that you were 
sad. 
 

Bust-a-move Telephone Game 
To get students to focus and pay attention to detail 

★ Create a standing circle with everyone facing inward,heads down and eyes 
closed. 

★ One person needs to volunteer to be the first caller. They start the game by 
tapping the person to the right of them on the shoulder and showing them their 
“signature dance move.” 

★ The observer repeats the dance move back to the first caller and continues the 
game by tapping the shoulder of the person to their right and repeating the 
process. 

★ All poets eyes stay closed EXCEPT for when it is their turn to observe or dance. 
★ The game ends with the final caller tapping the shoulder of the first caller and 

showing them the final version of the dance move. 
Bridge Crossing 
To get students working as a team 

★ Set up a course of papers on the floor, 3 wide by 6 or 7 deep. Differentiate 
between the papers any way you wish (e.g., colours, poems, names, etc.) then 
pick a path across the papers, but do not tell the students what it is. 
Explain that they must cross this bridge one at a time, but some of the stones are 
loose and if they step on them, they will fall into the river.  

★ When a child steps on a loose stone (one that is not on your chosen path) send 
him/her to the back of the line because he/she fell in the river. If he/she is right, 
let him/her continue until he/she either falls in or gets across the river.  

★ Continue until all the students successfully cross the bridge. To make this exercise 
even more interesting, do not let the students speak, forcing them to find an 
alternative way to communicate. 

Double Letter Game 
To expand thinking 

★ Basically, you like things with double letters but do not like things without double 
letters (e.g., I like the moon but not the stars). Sometimes it takes the students a 
while to understand this, so, as you play, make it more obvious by choosing two 
completely unrelated things (e.g., I like books but not cats). 

Exercise and Stretch 
To get some energy out 

★ Take 5 minutes every day to stretch with your kids. You can stretch while listening 
to music or while playing a game (Simon Says, Make Faces, Pantomime, etc.). 

How Many Ways to Cross the Floor 
To expand thinking 

★ Ask the students how many ways they can think of to cross the floor and then 
have them demonstrate all of the ways. 
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★ How would they get the whole team from one side of the room to the other? 
Vary the conditions (e.g., making stepping stones, carrying each other, moving 
in unison with at least one other person—shoulder to shoulder or knee to knee, a 
river running through the room). 

Picnic Game 
To expand thinking 

★ Simply say, “My name is Jen and I’m going on a picnic. I think I’ll bring jelly 
beans.” Then go around the circle and ask students what they are bringing. 

★ If the first letter of each student’s food matches the first letter of his/her name, 
he/she can go on the picnic with you. If it does not, he/she has to bring 
something else.  

★ Play until everyone discovers the trick. 
Pulse 
To calm a group down 

★ This is similar to the telephone game. Get the entire class in a big circle and have 
students grab hands with the people on either side of them. 

★ Start a pulse by squeezing the hand of the person next to you in a pattern. The 
person then has to pass the pulse to the individual next to him/her, all the way 
around the circle.  

★ Once you have gone around the circle once, make it a group challenge to see 
how fast you can get the pulse around the circle correctly. 

Soccer Mystery 
To allow students to calm down 

★ Tell the students they have just become part of a big soccer game and need to 
introduce themselves to as many people as they can by shaking hands and 
telling each other their names and their best soccer skill. 

★ The mystery is that among all the players, there is only one “goal-scorer.” Choose 
the goal-scorer by having each student pick a piece of paper out of a bowl.  

★ The student who picks the “X” is the goal-scorer. The way the person scores goals 
is by rubbing his/her middle finger on the other person’s palm as slyly as possible 
as they are shaking hands.  

★ The other person must wait at least 10 seconds before pretending to be the 
goalie going for the dramatic save, and then he/she is out of the game. The 
game continues until the goal-scorer is discovered. A variation can be played 
where goals are scored by winking at the other players or sticking your tongue 
out. 

Two Truths and a Lie 
To learn about your students 

★ Give students note cards and have them write down three anecdotes about 
themselves (stories, memories, activities, etc.).  

★ Tell them that two of the anecdotes should be true and one should be 
completely made up.  

★ Have each student read his/her anecdotes out loud to the rest of the group and 
let the group guess which one is the lie.  
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★ The goal is to stump the group and make them think that your lie is the truth. 
 
 
Without Talking 
To learn how to communicate without sound 

★ Write the following sentences on strips of paper: What time is it? Are you thirsty? 
Do you have a tissue? What’s your name? I like your shirt! Can I borrow a pencil? 

★ Make several sets of these sentence strips. Fold the paper to hide the writing.  
★ Divide the class into groups of six. Give a set of sentence strips to each group. 

Each student must choose a “mystery sentence” and find a way to 
communicate the message to the rest of the group without speaking.  

★ Later, have students share the strategies they used. Ask: Which of these strategies 
would help you communicate with someone who cannot hear? 

 ABC Tag 
To get students to focus 

★ Using 26 paper plates or sheets of paper, write the alphabet out with one large 
letter on each page, and spread them out randomly (letter side up) throughout 
the room.  

★ Each child gets a chance to run through the letters stepping on or bending 
down to touch the letters in order of the alphabet as fast as they can. To allow 
more students to participate, two can go at the same time.  

★ To add variation, ask the children to spell a word, find only the vowels, etc. 
Alliteration Introductions (Alliteration) 
To get students to be creative 

★ Have the students stand in a circle. Each student must think of an adjective that 
describes them and that begins with the first letter of their first name (i.e Amazing 
Abby), as well as a unique movement or motion (e.g jump up and turn around in 
the air).  

★ The first student gives his/her introduction and then the whole group repeats the 
alliteration and the movement. This continues until each student has had a turn. 

Coach May I? 
To get students to listen and move around 

★ Have the students stand in a line facing the coach. Explain to them that the 
point of the game is to try to be the first one to get to the coach. 

★  They get there by asking questions, such as “Coach may I take 4 giant steps 
forward?” The coach can say “Yes, you may,” or “No, but you may take 8 tiny 
steps sideways.” Get creative in describing the types of steps the students can 
take (i.e, giant steps, hop steps, baby steps, tiptoe steps, or scissor steps). 
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Goal Jump 
To get students to feel good and move around 

★ This activity focuses on having the students use their bodies to display success.  
★ Have the students verbally describe what it feels like when they make a goal or 

achieve something great.  
★ Give everyone a few moments come up with their own “Goal Jump/Dance” in 

their head. Now, go around and have each student demonstrate their “Goal 
Jump/Dance.” The group repeats each student’s movement. 

★  The students are manifesting the feeling of making a goal—they are making it 
real and fun! If needed, remind them this is not an action to point out others loss 
or to gloat about winning. This is not an “in your face” style move.  

★ Wrap up by asking the students if they know the meaning of the word “goal.” 
Name that Jack! 
To get students to express their feelings 

★ Have the students do jumping jacks while they introduce themselves and how 
they are feeling—“My name is __________ and I feel _________right now.”  

★ Everyone should continue jumping until each person has had a chance to 
speak. 

Outside-Inside Circle 
To get students to express themselves 

★ Go around in a circle and have each student first say, “On the outside I am...,“ 
completing the sentence with a statement about something a person could tell 
by looking at them. It can be a statement about what they are wearing, what 
they look like, how they act, etc.  

★ Next have the student say, “On the inside I am. . .” completing the sentence with 
a statement about something a person could not tell by looking at them. It can 
be about how they are feeling, a fact about their family, or something about 
who they are.  

★ Repeat until every team member has had a turn. The student who is speaking 
should stand on the outside of the circle for their first statement and step inside 
the circle for the second. 

Red Light, Green Light 
To get students to focus on listening skills 

★ Line up all of the students so that they are facing the coach. Before starting, the 
coach should explain what each light color means: red light means stop/freeze; 
yellow light means slow down/walk slowly; green light means go (this can mean 
walking, hopping, crab walk, skipping, etc).  

★ Students who incorrectly move must go back to the starting line. 
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Circuit Training 
To get students moving 

★ Set up stations, each featuring a different activity. Activities could include: 
jumping rope, dancing, hopscotch, yoga, push-ups, sit-ups, jumping jacks, and 
jogging in place. Split up the group so there are 2-4 students at each station. 
Time the students so that they do each activity for 30 seconds to two minutes, 
depending on the number of activities included. Rotate and continue until 
students have done each activity at 
least once.  

★ Ask the group which was their favourite station and why. Explain to them that 
they can set up a circuit course for themselves at home. All it takes is a little 
creativity! Point out that the students can do any of these “circuit training 
activities” while watching TV, during commercial breaks, or while playing video 
games. 

Fitness Charades 
To get students working as a team and moving 

★ Before this activity, fill a bin with scraps of paper, each with a physical activity 
listed on it. Examples might be: riding a bike, walking the dog, playing soccer, 
doing jumping jacks, etc.  

★ Divide the group into two teams. Explain to the teams that they will be playing 
Fitness Charades where an individual will go to the front of the room and select a 
piece of paper from the bin and act out (without speaking!) the physical activity 
listed.  

★ The individual who is acting out the clue will have their team try to guess the 
correct physical activity. If they guess within the time limit designated by the 
coach, their team will win 1 point.  

★ To make it more exciting, award 2 points if the team guesses within 10 seconds. 
Rotate playing between the two teams for as long as time permits or until all 
clues have been used. The team with the most points at the end wins. 

Balancing Act 
To get students working on their balance 

★ Use a clock or stopwatch to keep track of how long the students can hold each 
pose. 

★ Can you... (you can also start the question by saying,“What if you could only...”) 
★ a. balance on your right foot? 
★ b. balance on your left foot? 
★ c. balance on your hands and feet(in a push-up position)? 
★ d. balance in a push-up position with your right foot lifted in the air? Left foot? 

Right hand? Left hand? 
★ e. balance on your right foot/left foot with your eyes closed? 
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Rhythmic Name Game (Rhythm) 
To get students working as a team and to learn about their teammates 

★ This game begins with everyone standing in a circle clapping out a slow beat. 
Each member will take a turn ad libbing his/her part, beginning with the coach. 

★ Say “My name is __________.” 
★ Everyone else responds with “Uh huh,” or “Oh yeah,”or “Right on,” or “Go girl,” 

etc. 
★ Say “I come from __________.” 
★ Everyone responds similarly. 
★ Say “I like to ___________.” 
★ Everyone responds similarly. 
★ Continue the activity until everyone has had a chance to go. 
★ Queen/King of the World 
★ Speaking rhythmically,pronouncing things clearly, varying volume and using 

breath to project. Have your entire team stand in a circle. Start clapping a slow 
beat, and then explain that you are going to pass the phrase “I am King/Queen 
of the World” around the circle. You will turn and say it to the person on your right 
they in turn will say it to the person on their right. The trick is to say it without 
breaking the clapping rhythm.  

★ Once you make it around the circle once, switch directions and/or speed up the 
beat and try it again. Tell your group to enunciate so every word is understood. 

Moving Portraits 
To get students working as a team  

★ Explain that the students will be creating “Moving Portraits,” or pieces of human 
art that depict a certain kind of movement. It will be up to the students to work 
together in order to make the picture, which they create with their bodies, come 
to life. Begin with the following example for practice: The students should create 
a Moving Portrait of a basketball game. The formation might have two people 
standing on opposite sides of the room, with their arms in a circle, acting as the 
hoops. The other students can spread out between them, some acting out the 
movement of dribbling a basketball, another bending down with his/her arms in 
the arm, as if shooting a basket, and others running and pretending to pass the 
ball to each other. 

★ Next, divide your team into small groups and give them one minute to brainstorm 
what their Moving Portrait will be. The students should not use any props... only 
their bodies! Here are some suggestions: 

★ a. a bicycle 
★ b. running a race 
★ c. jumping rope 
★ d. playing soccer 
★ e. climbing a mountain 
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★ Each group will remain in their movement/position for about another minute, 
making changes if necessary, while the rest of the team guesses what they are 
doing. 

Ball Toss Challenge 
To get students working as a team and focusing 

★ For this activity you’ll need a ball and other small objects, such as stuffed 
animals. 

★ Students stand in a circle, shoulder to shoulder, with their hands up in front of 
them.  

★ One person begins by tossing a ball to another person and calling out her/his 
name. The students continue to toss the ball around the circle in this way in a 
random order. Everyone should receive the ball only one time. To ensure that this 
happens, a student should put his/her hands down after he/she has had a turn 
catching and passing. The last student to receive the ball should toss it back to 
the person who began the game. 

★ Now toss the ball around the circle in the same order without calling names. 
Everyone must remember from whom they received the ball and to whom they 
threw it.  

★ Repeat this toss again, and this time toss in the stuffed animals or other items. For 
the next few rounds, take out the other items (stuffed animals, etc.) and 
challenge the students to decrease their time throwing just the ball. Now 
challenge the students to cut their time in half. The team should begin to 
approach the problem differently, by considering creative options.  

★ The only rules are: the ball must be passed around in the same order as it was 
done the very first time, and only one person can touch the ball at a time. 
Encourage the students to work together to meet this challenge. When they 
have cut their time down as far as possible, discuss the group’s process during 
the game. 

Machine 
To get students working as a team 

★ One person will start by going to the front of the room and making a clear 
motion with rhythm and sound that can be repeated continuously (it may help if 
the coach starts the game to set a standard).  

★ As the first person continues the action, another person adds onto the machine 
by creating a new movement and sound that complements that of the first 
person. Each person adds on to the machine until everyone is working in sync 
with one another.  

★ Once everyone is a part of the machine, you can say “freeze” for everyone to 
hold their motion and “relax” to get the kids to take their seats.  

★ Debrief by asking what type of machine the students think they made, and if the 
machine produced something specific. A variation of this activity is to start out 
with the intention of making something specific. 
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Grammar Games 
Here are more fun games to help improve your students’ grammar, spelling, and 
knowledge of the English language. Some of the games may seem difficult, but 
they can be adapted to make them easier.  
Alphabet Adjectives 
To work with adjectives and improve vocabulary 
Students must describe themselves or an object, using a series of adjectives beginning 
with the letters of the alphabet (e.g., My dog is aggressive, beautiful, cunning, and dark 
colored, etc.). If they cannot think of a word for a letter, have them skip the letter and 
keep going! The student who can use the most letters of the alphabet wins. 
Alphabet Adverbs with Charades 
To work with adverbs and vocabulary 
Begin with a sentence that can be completed with an adverb and have students add 
adverbs following the alphabet. (e.g., “The girl kicked the soccer ball ___________” 
aggressively, badly, courteously, etc.). If they 
cannot think of a word for a letter, have them skip that letter and keep going! While 
they add their words, they can also act out the actions. 
Alphabet Categories 
To improve vocabulary and creative thinking  
Choose a category that the students must follow (e.g.,The category is animals: 
aardvark, baboon, cat, deer). If they can’t think of a word for a letter, have them skip 
it and keep going! 
Alphabet Nouns 
To work with nouns and improve vocabulary 
This game is similar to Alphabet Adjectives but uses nouns instead (e.g., “My frog likes 
_______ _______.”) Have students take turns filling in the blank following the alphabet 
sequence (e.g., My frog likes apples and bananas and cats...). If they cannot think of a 
word for a letter, have them skip that letter and keep going! 
Alternative Sentences (Alliteration) 
To help students build creative sentences 
The goal is to create a long sentence with words that all begin with the same letter. You 
can go around in a circle and have each student add a word, or see which student 
can make the longest sentence with his/her letter (e.g., Barbie basks beautifully by Bill’s 
beach house). 
Balderdash 
To improve vocabulary and creative thinking 
Either play using the board game or grab a dictionary and choose several difficult 
words. For each word, have each student make up a definition and write it on a 
sheet of paper. The teacher writes the true definition on a sheet of paper. Collect all of 
the sheets and read all of the definitions out loud including the true definition. The goal 
of the game is for the students to pick the correct definition of the word. 
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Beat the Clock 
To understand sequence in a paragraph 
Write paragraphs on pieces of paper, one sentence per strip. Place the strips in 
envelopes (one paragraph per envelope) and have each player choose an 
envelope. Set a timer. When you say go, have students arrange their paragraphs in the 
correct sequence. The first player to finish is the winner. 
Ghost 
To improve spelling and vocabulary 
The first player thinks of a word but says only the first letter. The second player then adds 
a second letter, spelling a word. Each succeeding player must add a letter to the 
forming word with a word in mind. If someone cannot add a letter or does not think a 
real word is being formed he/she can challenge the prior student. Every time a student 
finishes a word, feels challenged and cannot think of a word, or cannot add a letter, 
he/she receives a G-H-O- S-T (one letter for every miss). Once a player spells out 
G-H-O-S-T, he/she becomes a ghost and no one can speak to him/her. If another 
player speaks to a ghost, he/she automatically becomes a ghost as well. The winner is 
the last survivor. Ex. Student 1, thinking of “note”, says “N.” Student 2, thinking of nose, 
says “O.” Student 3, thinking of note, says “T.” Student four cannot think of a letter to 
add, so he is out (Remind your students that they must be thinking of real words!). 
Gram-O 
To review the parts of speech 
Create a GRAM-O card for each student. They are similar to BINGO cards but have 
GRAM-O at the top and parts of speech instead of numbers. You can use adverbs, 
adjectives, nouns, verbs, proper nouns, etc. Prepare slips of paper with words that 
represent each part of speech. If the student places a marker down he/she must write 
the word on the marker before placing it on the card (e.g., A- Little the student could 
place a marker on adjective under the letter A after writing little on his/her marker). 
Otherwise played just like BINGO. 
Grab Bag 
To help students learn about correct punctuation 
On pieces of paper, write sentences leaving out the correct punctuation. On the back, 
write the same sentence correctly punctuated. Place all of the pieces into a box or 
bag. Divide students into groups of four and give each group a bag/box of sentences. 
The first player picks a strip from the bag/box and corrects the punctuation. If he/she 
is correct, he/she gets to keep the strip. If he/she is wrong, the strip goes into the bag 
and it is the next player’s turn. The winner is the student with the most strips of paper (the 
greatest number of correctly punctuated sentences). 
Grammar ABC’s 
To humorously review parts of speech 
Prepare two decks of 52 cards: 9 E’s, 7 A’s, I’s, O’s, U’s and Y’s, and 3 of each 
consonant. Shuffle the deck and place it in the middle of a circle of students. 
PART 1 Adjectives 
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The first player says to the second, “I have a message from a friend of yours.” Player 2 
says, “From whom?” Player 1 draws a card from the deck (say a U) and answers, “I 
don’t remember his name but he has an unusual face.” Continue around the circle 
with each student drawing a card and describing the friend using an adjective 
beginning with the letter drawn. If he/she thinks of a word, he/she keeps the letter; if he/ 
she cannot, the letter is passed to the next person. 
PART 2 Nouns 
When it is player 1’s turn, he/she continues with “your friend brought a ______________ 
with him.” Player 1 fills in the blank with a noun starting with a new letter he drew from 
the pile (not the original one). Continue play as in the first round but with nouns. 
PART 3 Adverbs 
When player 1’s turn comes up again, he/she will say, “Your friend was dressed 
____________.” and fill in the blank with an adverb. Continue play as in round one and 
two but with adverbs. 
PART 4 Verbs 
This round player 1 begins with, “Your friend _______when he came.” and fills in the 
blank with a verb. Continue play as in previous rounds. The student who winds up with 
the most cards wins the game. 
Parts of Speech Game 
To help students learn the parts of speech  
Hand out several note cards to every student and have them write as many nouns, 
verbs and adjectives as they can think of, one per card. They must write neatly 
so everyone can read the cards. Stack the cards in the front of the room, creating 
noun, verb and adjective piles. Have one student pick a card from the noun pile 
and have all the students become a statue of that noun (e.g., rabbit). But, the rabbit 
has to be doing something, so have the student pick a card from the verb pile (e.g., 
kicked). So, how did the rabbit kick? Have the student draw a card from the adjective 
pile to get the final action. Let the students act out the description for a little bit and 
then start all over. Turn some of the funny descriptions into stories. 
Period Puzzlers 
To help students identify complete sentences 
Mount pictures on poster board, and cut the pictures into ten to fifteen pieces creating 
one puzzle for each student. On the back of each puzzle piece, write either a phrase or 
a complete sentence. Pair the kids up to play against each other and give each a 
puzzle. Have the students scramble the puzzle and put the pieces in a pile (one pile per 
puzzle). The first player draws a puzzle piece and reads the phrase or sentence on 
the back. If he/she correctly identifies it as either a complete sentence or a phrase, 
he/she then keeps the piece and it is the other player’s turn. If he/she doesn’t 
correctly identify it, then the piece goes back into the pile. The first player to complete 
his/her puzzle wins. 
Quotation Quandary 
To learn to use quotation marks correctly 
Write sentences that need quotation marks on strips of paper, leaving out the correct 
punctuation. On the back of the paper, write the sentence again, punctuated 
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correctly. On small squares of paper, make quotation marks. Divide the class into 
groups of 2-3 students and give each group several sentences and quotation 
marks. Each group will play a separate game by having each student draw a sentence 
strip and quotation mark cards. When you say go, all the students try to punctuate 
their sentence correctly. The winners are the first students to punctuate their sentences 
correctly (have students check their answers by flipping the strip over). 
Scrambled Sentence 
To punctuate sentences and place them in proper order  
Select a saying, quotation or proverb and write it on several cards, one word per card. 
Make a duplicate set for each team of students. Hand a set to each group and see 
who can put the sentence together in its original order the fastest. 
Sense Charts 
To sharpen powers of observation and develop original writing and vocabulary 
Have students choose a topic that can be described in terms of senses. Tell your 
students to fill their minds with that topic and turn their minds into cameras taking 
pictures. Write everything they saw under a SIGHT column on the board. When the 
space is full, move on to SOUNDS, writing down everything they heard. Do the same 
with TOUCH, SMELL and TASTE. Admire all the vocabulary and ideas your students just 
envisioned that can be used for a story. 
Sentence Treasure Hunt 
To actively work on sentence structure 
Take a quotation, nursery rhyme or poem. Put it on pieces of paper, one word per 
piece, and hide the words throughout the room before the students arrive. Begin 
the day by sending them out on a treasure hunt. Tell them how many words they are 
looking for and to bring a notebook on their search. If they find a word, tell them 
to leave it but write the word down on their paper. Once they have gathered all the 
words, have them sit down and try to put together the words into the original phrase. 
Spelling Grab Bag 
To work on frequently misspelled words 
Prepare a set of cards with a phonetic respelling of an ordinary word. Throw the cards 
into a box and have each player draw a card, pronounce the word, and spell it 
correctly. The game can be run like a spelling bee. Possible words to use are: ruf 
(rough), kwik (quick), sed (said), vu (view). 
Story Order 
To teach students the importance of a logical flow in a story 
Choose a story with which the students are not familiar. Divide it into three parts 
(beginning, middle, end). On small strips of paper, divide each of those parts 
into sentences or paragraphs that can later be put together in the correct order. Place 
each section of the story in an envelope and pass out one envelope to each group of 
5 students. Give each group 10 minutes to put its section in the correct order and 
decide if it is the beginning, middle, or end of the story. Regroup and have the whole 
class act out the story. 
Synonym Game 
To improve vocabulary and expand writing 
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Divide the students into 2-4 teams and equip each team with a paper and pen. Give 
the students a word and tell them they will have 1 minute to come up with as many 
synonyms for that word as possible. Use basic words like said, ran, went, etc. Give each 
original word two points and words used more than once one point. The team 
with the most points at the end of the game wins. 
Verb Charades 
To learn different verbs and use creative expression 
Create cards with verbs written on them, one per card. Choose creative verbs that will 
improve students’ vocabulary and also can be acted out. Form teams and play like 
charades, handing a card to one student and letting the rest of the team guess the 
verb. Good verb choices are: shrug, flutter, shave, snip, flinch, steal, guzzle, etc. 
What Did You See? 
To sharpen powers of observation and make students comfortable with writing 
Take two minutes and have your students write everything they observe in the 
classroom. When time is up, have everyone share their lists. Do not critique, simply 
comment on how unique everyone’s observations were.  
Word Ladders 
To sharpen powers of observation and improve spelling 
The goal is to change one word into another step by step with the fewest steps possible. 
Each time you can change only one letter in the word, each change counts 
as one step (e.g., Change WET to DRY: WET—MET—MAT —MAY—DAY—DRY). Good 
combinations to use are: 
MAN to BOY 
FISH to CLAM 
HIM to HER 
POT to PAN 
WOOD to COAL 
LOVE to HATE 
FOAL to COLT 
SEEK to FIND 
FIND to LOSE 
WARM to COLD 
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Suggested Poetry SLAM! & Poetry Portfolio Preparation 

 
Timeline 
Week 6-7 of the Canada SCORES season 

★ Select poems that will be performed at the Poetry SLAM!  
★ Create roles for every student on the team (on-stage performers, props, onstage 

movement, background noise, etc.). 
★ Arrange student performance groups and determine which poems will be 

performed by which students. 
★ Have students select 2-3 poems and complete the editing, revising, and 

publishing process for inclusion in their Poetry Portfolio. 
 
Week  8 of the Canada SCORES season 

★ Students should have their lines fully memorized at the end of this week. 
★ A group of students could perform one student’s poem. 
★ Performance groups should focus on the character, setting, and action in their 

poem—discuss it with their group, report to the team, and get feedback. 
★ Help team members assign lines from the poem. 
★ Emphasize performance tips with students. 
★ Discuss how to be a good audience member. 
★ Send your Program Manager a list of the performance titles for the program. 
★ Send home a letter to parents about the Poetry SLAM! 
★ Have students select 2-3 poems and complete the editing, revising, and 

publishing process for inclusion in their Poetry Portfolio. 
 

Week 8 of the Canada SCORES season 
★ Arrange a mock stage and work on entrance and exit, focusing on filing on and 

off in an orderly manner. 
★ Discuss and practice being a well-behaved audience member. 
★ Have performers hold a microphone during their practices so they are used to 

the process. 
★ Conduct a dress rehearsal. Invite teachers to attend dress rehearsal to give 

students a chance to practice in front of a live audience. 
★ Finalize the props, music, and/or costumes that will be part of your performance. 
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Poetry SLAM! Guidelines and Best Practices 
 
All poems performed must be original student work. 
Students may perform in groups or individually, but the text of the poems must be 
entirely original work. For example: 
• A group of students could perform one student’s poem. 
• Every student could recite a single line of a group 
poem. 
• All students could read a poem together in unison. 
• Two groups of students could perform a call & response-style poem. 
 
Music 
It is possible to incorporate some forms of music into the performance. 
Examples: 
• A student could drum out a beat while other students recite poetry. 
• Music could be playing at a low volume while groups of students perform their poems. 
Props and costumes may be used, but they must relate directly to the poetry. 
Depending on the guidelines at your site, poets may use props in their performances 
and/or dress in costume, as long as their props and costumes reflect the content 
of the poems they are performing. For example: 
• Pairs of students could wear colours of the rainbow if the poem they are performing is 
about a rainbow. 
• A student could hold an umbrella if his poem is about raindrops. 
• Every student could hold a shopping bag if their group poem is about the mall. 
Poetry sounds and feels differently when it is performed with personal ownership. 
Students are strongly encouraged to be script-free the night of the Poetry SLAM! 
 
Performer Selection 
All or some of your team can have speaking roles. Make sure to feature students that 
have special talents—this is a perfect venue for them to work on those skills. Everyone 
should have a part, but it does not have to be a speaking role. 
 
Team Role 
Students that don’t have a speaking role are also an important part of the process and 
can be used in many aspects of the performance (background movements, props, 
performance feedback, etc.). In order to help your team succeed, implement 
“feedback teams” of approximately four students that are a mixture of high, 
average, and low academic performance, and both outgoing and shy. Each team will 
be responsible to give feedback and praise to the performers both verbally and in 
written form.  Use the lesson directly after the Poetry Slam! for feedback. 
 
Check out America SCORES 2018 Poetry Slam! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_X3-qP4Z4OQ 
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